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Class of 2011 elects STUCO Executives
Mike Lumetta
Core Staff
t. Louis U. High juniors elected the
Executive Board of the 2010-11 Student Council (STUCO) this week. Threeyear class president Tim McCoy and
junior class social rep Gino Perrini ran
unopposed for the Student Body President
and Executive Vice President positions,
respectively. The juniors also elected
three-year class pastoral rep Phil Nahlik
as Secretary/Treasurer, John Tsikalas as
Vice President of Public Relations, Alan
Ratermann as Vice President of Pastoral
Activities, and Cy Hill as Vice President
of School Spirit.
Elections for the Executive Board positions began with preliminaries during lunch
last Friday. The juniors narrowed the pools
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of candidates to two for Pastoral, two for
Public Relations, three for School Spirit,
and four for Secretary/Treasurer.
STUCO co-moderator Brock Kesterson
said that the final elections for School Spirit
and Secretary/Treasurer had more than the
usual two candidates because of the slim
margin of votes in the preliminary. “It would
have been unfair to eliminate that fourth guy
or even the third guy,” he explained.
	Campaign speeches were held in the
theater Monday during activity period, and
juniors elected the Executive Board during
lunch. One hundred ninety of 240 juniors
voted.
	McCoy and Nahlik each have three years
of STUCO experience, and Perrini has one
year. All three said that the experience of
working with previous STUCOs has prepared
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them for next year.
“I’ve got to see (past STUCO leaders)
work and see their work ethic and see how
they love school and how it kind of wears
off on the people around them when they
really are passionate about what they do,”
said McCoy.
	The members of next year’s Executive
Board have some specific objectives for next
year. Nahlik in particular plans to improve
the functioning of STUCO with a review
system of binders so that future STUCOs
can base event planning on the events of
previous years.
“Each year we are basically restarting
the events, and we’ve had to keep going and
checking with Mr. Kesterson about things
we did in the past,” said Nahlik.

see STUCO, 12

The House of Blue Leaves debuts this weekend
Photo by Mr. Matt Sciuto

Eric Lewis
Core Staff
he St. Louis U. High Dauphin Players’ next show, The House of Blue
Leaves, opens tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the
Joseph Schulte Theater. Performances will
also take place tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. and
Sunday at 2:00 p.m.
In 1971, 31 years before American
Idol premiered, American playwright John
Guare wrote this social satire about a day
in the life of talentless aspiring musician
Artie Shaughnessy, played by senior Andrew
Kresyman, and his fanatic desire to make it
to Hollywood. That day is October 4, 1965,
the day of Pope Paul VI’s actual visit to New
York City to address the United Nations about
ending the war in Vietnam.
“I believe Blue Leaves is a play sadly
and yet remarkably apt for this time in our
history,” said director Kathryn Whitaker of
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Three Sisters of Charity (from left: sophomores Ben Luczak and Adam Hunn and senior Kevin Kickham) scold retired actress Corrina Stroller (Whitfield junior Madison Johnson) before asking her for
an autograph in The House of Blue Leaves.

see LEAVES, 13
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Beckerle places in World Irish Gilbert nomiDance Championship
nated for SLM
award
J
S
Drew Dziedzic
unbelievable.”
Core Staff
	The competition consisted of three
unior Matt Beckerle placed 18th at the rounds. In the first two rounds, the contestants
World Irish Dance Chammust perform in a soft-shoe
pionship, held in Glasgow,
style and then a hard-shoe
Scotland, during spring break.
style, which Beckerle said
The championship, which was
refers to the different types
held at the Royal Scottish Muof shoes used in Irish dancsic Hall, attracted over 4,500
ing. Beckerle and 24 dancers
dancers from over 32 counfrom the 44 in his age group
tries around the world. This
qualified for the final round.
was Beckerle’s first time parDuring the final round, the
ticipating in the world chamcontestants performed in the
pionships.
hard-shoe style only.
“I was expecting a much
“I did my best. I felt like I
lower placement,” said Beckgave 100 percent,” said Beckerle, who noted that other conerle. “The hard-shoe was my
testants were returning for the
strongest, which gave me the
third or fourth times. “I didn’t Beckerle Irish dances at last year’s edge.”
winter fine arts assembly.
think I was going to be recalled.
	Overall, Beckerle enjoyed
I came in as the underdog. Getting 18th was
see BECKERLE, 13
Photo Courtesy of Matt Beckerle

Students’ work at Artists’Guild

Ben Kim
“They are all technically really well
News Editor
done,” said fine arts teacher Joan Bugnitz.
our St. Louis U. High students’ art- “I think they are beautifully composed and
works are currently displayed in the beautifully rendered, all four of them. I think
St. Louis Artist’s Guild’s (SLAG) Young the quality of them (is) real obvious.”
Artist Showcase 2010. According to its
Since the show is a juried exhibit, a
web site, the exhibition showjuror chooses
cases “artwork by students
which pieces
between ages 15 and 19 livare included in
ing within 150 miles of the St.
the art show.
Louis Artists’ Guild.” SLUH
Ron Thomas,
has participated in this event
an art teacher at
periodically, and this is the
St. Louis Comfirst time in three years that
munity College
SLUH has submitted work.
at Meramac, re	Of the six SLUH submisviewed the subsions sent to the show, four
missions this
were accepted. Seniors Kevin
year, accepting
Perks and Joe Quinlan and
150 out of 300,
juniors Sonny Hager and Phil
according to
Nahlik will have their work
fine arts teacher
Senior Joe Quinlan’s collograph print.
displayed in SLAG’s gallery
John Mueller.
in Two Oak Knoll Park until Apr. 30. Perks Students were notified of their acceptance
made a three-dimensional wire sculpture of by Apr. 1, and the show opened on Apr. 3.
a giraffe, Quinlan a collagraph print of an
“This show is in a higher level,” said
ocean scene, Hager a charcoal still life, and Bugnitz. “(The juror) accepts what he thinks
see ART, 11
Nahlik a patterned paper design of a bull.
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Print by Joe Quinlan

Nate Heagney
Staff
t. Louis U. High Medical Director
Scott Gilbert is one of two finalists
for the 2010 Excellence in Nursing award
presented in the school category. St. Louis
Magazine, which presents the award, also
hands out awards in 15 other nursing categories, including a total of 67 finalists.
Gilbert has been working at SLUH as
a nurse (along with his other duties in the
physical education department, as a trainer,
health teacher, and baseball coach) for 13
years. He was nominated for the award by
Assistant Principal for Mission Jim Linhares,
who felt that Gilbert’s work throughout the
years should not go unnoticed.
“I knew he coached. I knew he was
available for teams as a trainer. I knew he
taught. I knew he was the school nurse, and
I just thought, ‘Wow this guy wears a lot of
hats.’ So I thought he ought to at least get a
nomination,” Linhares said.
According to St. Louis Magazine’s web
site, the finalists were chosen by a “panel of
distinguished selection committee members
located outside of the St. Louis area.”
The winners in each category will be
announced next Thursday during a dinner
reception held at the Palladium and will
also be profiled in the May 2010 issue of
the magazine. But Gilbert said that he was
honored enough just to be nominated.
“I’m real big on the simple things. Just
to be nominated—I already felt like I had
won,” Gilbert said.
Earlier this month, a cameraman from
the magazine came to SLUH to shoot video
of Gilbert interacting with students in a
classroom. Though he wasn’t sure, Gilbert
thinks that the video will be used for some
sort of presentation during the reception.
Regardless of the outcome, Gilbert
said he is proud to be nominated and looks
forward to the dinner reception.
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Letters to the Editors
Movies’ “total effect” should be considered
April 16, 2010
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To the editors:
I have taken or taught most of SLUH film classes since 1975
and I applaud last week’s letter to the Prep News that asks SLUH
students to consider the morality of the movies they see—something
I have seen my teachers and most of my students do during all my
time here. However, I would like to, respectfully, offer the following responses to some of her conclusions about this issue.
I know Michael Blair. I have read Michael Blair’s papers in
my upper-level film classes and his published reviews in the Prep
News. His work in film analysis and criticism is some of the best
I’ve read from a SLUH student in the 23 years I’ve been teaching
film here.
The website for “film morality” that I’ve recommended to parents
and fellow faculty and that I’ve used with my own son is commonsensemedia.org—a site that just lays out what is in any given film
in the categories of violence, sex, drugs, language, consumerism,
etc. and that, most helpfully, includes a variety of kid reviews and
parent/teacher reviews. It is an extraordinary resource with a lot of
diverse opinions.
	The latter feature is so important for me in making judgments
about what to see or show. For example, I was recently wondering
if I should show the film Precious as part of the SLUH Film Club
Oscar series. I was hesitating (even though it was recommended
to me by the Artistic Director of the St. Louis International Film
Festival—my fellow SLUH classmate from the class of ’79). The
wide variety of the teacher/parent reviews and the kid reviews from

commonsensemedia.org helped sway my decision to show it.
In her classic essay “Total Effect and the Eighth Grade,” the
great writer (and Catholic) Flannery O’ Conner argues for the “total
effect” of a work of art. I’ve believed in that idea ever since I first
read and taught the essay. I worry about too simplistic assessments
of a work of art’s “moral character” or equally simplistic ratings
assigned to said work. As both a parent and a teacher, I sometimes
have problems with the judgements of both the motion picture
industry’s ratings board (mpaa.org) or that of usccb.org. I always
remind myself to consider the work’s “total effect.” Furthermore,
as a student of film history and the censorship/ratings issue, I am
fully aware of the censorship practiced on or the ratings given to
classic films that are part of the canon of film studies—actions that
often appear strange at best or worthy of ridicule at worst to us in
2010 .
From my experience as a student, teacher, and observer here,
I think that SLUH does a superb job of considering and teaching a
given film’s “total effect” morality. I think Blair’s writings do the
same.
I would like to reiterate that, while I do disagree with some of
the letter’s conclusions, the writer did us a service by speaking to
this topic.

To the Editors:
Last week, a concerned parent wrote a letter urging students
to consider the morality of the films they are watching. While I
whole-heartedly agree that as both Catholics and students at a Jesuit institution, SLUH students should discern what they choose to
consume as entertainment, I take issues with a few points made in
the letter.
First, the well-informed and complete movie reviews written
by Michael Blair that appear in the Prep News are opinion pieces
—that is, their sole purpose is to critique the value of a film on an
aesthetic and cinematic level, not to offer a moral assessment or
theological contemplation. As pieces of film criticism, Mr. Blair’s
reviews fulfill their purpose excellently. To expect them to urge or
warn students from seeing a film based on moral objections would
be to misunderstand the purpose of Mr. Blair’s writings.
While the USCCB’s web site offers welcome suggestions, the
reviews are not written by bishops themselves, but rather by employees of the organization. It’s important, then, to realize that the
judgments made by these critics are mere suggestions, not dogmas
or doctrines of the Catholic Church. Sometimes, I feel they miss the
point. By no means would seeing one of their “morally offensive”
films be necessarily an occasion of sin. Take for instance, Martin
Scorsese’s The Last Temptation of Christ. The USCCB deemed it
“morally offensive” for its depiction of nudity and violence, while

missing the value of the insights into the dual nature of Christ the
film gave. The USCCB’s movie reviews are helpful suggestions,
not Commandments or catechesis.
	The letter states the importance of students to inform their
consciences, an important component of Catholic theology. But,
informing one’s conscience involves a careful assessment and discernment of what one feels is appropriate or morally damaging for
themselves. To say that just because one person finds a film morally
objectionable that all should be offended and restricting from seeing
it promotes a worldview of fear. As Catholics, we believe God created the world out of love for man. An essential part of the grace of
that gift of nature is the inherent beauty of creativity. Moreover, our
contemplative imaginations and creative imaginations are gifts from
God. Nothing natural can be anything but beautiful—art is beautiful. While some artists, be it musicians, filmmakers or authors, may
choose to depict in their creations situations, behaviours or choices
that involve evil, to deem that entire work “offensive” is to fear the
potential that art has to contribute and comment on our culture.
It is important, then, as the concerned parent suggested, that
we Catholics inform our consciences so that we have the tools to
engage the world we live in, to find the beauty it has to offer, and t
o disregard the rest. Students, do not fear any film, or any work of
art for that matter. Engage it, enjoy it, critique it, learn from it.

Mark Cummings
Depts. of English and Fine Arts

Conscience is important in judging movies

see KEELEY, 13
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Greenberg balances character, reality, romance
Michael Blair
Film Critic
reenberg,
writer-director
Noah
Baumbach’s latest feature, begins
without a hint of the chap-stick toting
neurotic for whom the movie is named.
Instead, Baumbach settles on Florence
Marr (Greta Gerwig), a timid, twentysomething household-assistant who walks
the dog and runs the errands for a family
that’s not hers. It’s a strange job for someone so soft-spoken, and it makes her seem
out of place, even lonely. “Are you gonna
let me in?” she pleads with truck drivers
on the L.A. freeway, but also, it seems,
with the whole world around her. She’s
ready for human connection, but who can
give it to her?
	Certainly not Roger Greenberg (Ben
Stiller), a forty-year-old carpenter slash
former musician slash recently-released
mental patient coming off a nervous breakdown. By first impressions he’s everything
Florence isn’t—loud, defensive, narcissistic,
washed-out. Where Florence looks for love,
life, and people, Greenberg actively dodges
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them. “I’m trying to do nothing right now,”
he says to everyone he meets, which is why
he agrees to return to L.A. to house-sit for his
brother after a 15-year stay in New York.
For Greenberg, however, “doing nothing” involves a spurt of dubious activities,
including writing letters of complaint to
major corporations. “Dear Starbucks,” he
writes, “In your attempt to manufacture
culture out of fast food coffee you have
been surprisingly successful, for the most
part. The part that isn’t covered by the most
part, sucks.”
“Doing nothing” also involves sprouting
an awkward romance with Florence, who
just so happens to be the helper of Greenberg’s brother. Their first encounter is not
promising—Florence finds that Greenberg’s
neglected to feed the dog; Greenberg asks
Florence to pick him up some whiskey at
the grocery store. But, somehow, a strange
connection builds between the two, and a
romance begins to bud. In a scene that recalls
Diane Keaton in Woody Allen’s Annie Hall,
Florence invites Greenberg to come see her
sing standards at a local bar. Greenberg
responds by making her a mix CD of songs

that he thinks would be great for her voice.
	Greenberg also works to rehash old relationships with girlfriends and bandmates,
his most potently destructive spin on the “do
nothing” plan. His L.A. experience seems
defined by the parties he attends, and his first
reunion with old friends, which comes at an
outdoor barbeque, serves as a harbinger for
the middle-age crises that pop up throughout
the movie.
	These are the kinds of people that, at
one time, Greenberg might have sipped
daiquiris with at swanky bars. Now, their
lives are colored by, more than anything,
their age. Greenberg hears about baseball
games, Bud Lights, Croc Sandals, T.V.
shows—the works. “All the men here dress
like children,” he says when he sees his old
pals donned in extra large t-shirts, “and all
the children dress like superheroes.”
	Among these shackled suburbanites,
we admire Greenberg’s untethered lifestyle.
But as we see him delve into conversations,
we also begin to notice his obsession with
the past, with lost chances at happiness,
with missing out on something resembling

in other classes to talk about his experience
in Haiti or to talk with French and Spanish
students, although no plans have been made
yet.
“I like studying,” said Dufrene. “I don’t
like to stay home with nothing to read.”
	Dufrene was studying education science in Haiti, training to become a teacher
of Haitian history. He took Chemistry and
Biology earlier in secondary school, but noted
that his classes there did not have a lab like
SLUH’s.
	Regarding English, Dufrene said, “I just
try to do my best. It’s a foreign language. I
(took) ... eight years of English, and I still
can’t speak really good English.”
Because of his difficulty with English,
Romel had trouble describing his experience
during the earthquake.
	Dufrene said that one doctor in Haiti
thought that Jean’s leg would have to be
amputated, but another one thought it could
be saved.

After arriving in the U.S. in midFebruary, Dufrene was overwhelmed by the
affluence here compared to Haiti.
“The way people live here, the way
they’re eating … it’s different to my Haitian
culture and the Haitian life. Different, different, different, different. Many different,”
said Dufrene.
	Dufrene plans to stay at SLUH for the
rest of the quarter, unless his university
reopens sooner. Dufrene hopes that it will
open in May or June, but exactly when the
rebuilding will finish is unclear.
“They will try to reopen, and if they
reopen I got to go because I really care about
my studies,” he said.
Even if Dufrene returns home soon,
his cousin will probably remain behind in
the U.S. until his leg heals. Nevertheless,
Dufrene is confident in his caretakers.
“My cousin is in good hands. They are
lovely people, kind people,” he said. “I’m
saved… and waiting to go home.”

see GREENBERG, 12

SLUH welcomes displaced Haitian student
Matt Cooley
Reporter
t. Louis U. High welcomed a student
from Haiti to its halls this Tuesday.
Romel Dufrene, age 20, is visiting classes
at SLUH to keep his mind sharp while
his university in Port-Au-Prince recovers
from the Jan. 12 earthquake.
	Dufrene is in St. Louis accompanying
his younger cousin, Jean, who is receiving
medical treatment for his leg. The local
humanitarian organization Wings of Hope
sponsored their trip to the U.S., and they are
staying with the Erker family.
	A science student, Dufrene wanted
someplace where he could continue to read
and study while in St. Louis, according to Assistant Principal for Mission Jim Linhares.
	Dufrene is visiting Steve Kuensting’s
freshman Biology class, Kathy Chott’s
sophomore Chemistry class, and Dr. Barbara
Osburg’s freshman English class. According
to Linhares, Dufrene could also spend time

S
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Andrew Kastner
	Along with better offensive control, the
Core Staff
Bills showcased their ability to shut down
he St. Louis U.
drives in the midfield, a talHigh
lacrosse
ent that was crucial in the
team beat the DeSmet
victory.
Spartans 8-6 at home
The first quarter began
Wednesday to avenge
with SLUH maintaining poslast year’s loss and
session in DeSmet territory,
to reclaim the Marco
as they would for most of the
Cup.
game.
SLUH, led by se	Despite impressive passniors Walter Reilly and
ing, both teams remained
Jon Braun and juniors
scoreless until senior d-pole
Andrew Schoessel and
Sean Meagher led a hard
Jim Reichenbach, maindrive upfield and threw the
tained impressive posball to an open Braun for the
session for most of the Senior Andrew Meyer moves to pass dur- goal. The score gave the Jr.
game and bounced back ing Wednesday’s game against DeSmet. Bills the lead and Meagher,
from last week’s loss to MICDS.
a defensive player, a rare assist late in the
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Photo by mr. matt Sciuto

first quarter.
The Spartans soon responded with a
goal from the outside, ending the quarter
knotted at one.
In contrast, the second quarter started
off quickly as DeSmet scored another goal,
putting the Spartans in the lead for the first
time. SLUH responded quickly by stripping
the Spartans of possession and firing off a few
shots in succession but could not score.
	The scoreboard remained in DeSmet’s
favor for a while, but SLUH rattled off a few
goals before the half. Schoessel began the
onslaught when he launched an impressive
shot from the outside off a Reichenbach pass,
scoring and igniting a spark in the Jr. Bills’
offense.
	The YouCan’tStopThisbills then

see LAX, 14

Overlooked track team wins third straight

Nathan Rubbelke
Staff
hey had talent coming in, but still they
were overlooked. Their name was left
off as a favorite for the State meet. Now,
the St. Louis U. High track team is proving the critics wrong after they picked up
their third straight victory of the season at
U. City Saturday to stay undefeated.
	The Impressivebills started out the meet
with a bang, winning the 4 x 800-meter relay.
Seniors Caleb Ford, Emmett Cookson, Nick
Seckfort, and junior Dan Raterman won
easily with a time of 8:09.00, two seconds
away from the meet record.
“It was great to see our 4 x 800 squad
drop a time like that,” said head coach Joe

Porter.
	After the 4 x 800, the
sprinters got their chance to
show the state what they are
made of. While the sprinting
squad is not a top-notch team,
they once again showed they
can hang with anyone and earn
points for the team. The sprinters
scored in nearly every event as
the team scored in 13 of the 18
total events.
“We once again spread out
the points which allowed us to
win this meet,” added Porter.
	The factor that put the Jr.
Bills over the edge was the field

JV Track
Last meet: DeSmet JV Quad
Key athlete: Junior Kyle Jacoby, 1600 1st
5:08, 800 1st
Next meet: Corey Siebert Invitational,
4/17

JV Lacrosse
Record: 10-0
Last game: 9-7 win vs. DeSmet
Key player: Sophomore Dan Tlapek, 4
goals
Next game: vs. Eureka 4/16

JV Baseball
Record: 5-1
Last game: 20-5 win vs. Chaminade
Key player: Freshman Ryan Hurston, 3
run HR
Next game: vs. Ladue 4/16

JV Volleyball
Record: 8-0
Last game: Win vs. Francs Howell
Key player: Sophomore Barrett Pazderka
Next game: DeSmet Tournament 4/17

T

events, especially the jumps
and throws.
Senior Andrew Scheibe
had to fill in for injured
sophomore Cameron Stubbs
in the long jump and made the
most out of the opportunity,
finishing in second place with
a jump of 19’05”. Scheibe
came back about an hour later
and jumped a personal record
of 42’10” in the triple jump
and also finished second in
that event.
	The throws squad also
picked up some major points

photo By Kyle vogt

Suburban Journal Athlete of the
Week junior Alex Cross practices
with the shot put.

JV Sports Updates

see TRACK, 14

JV Tennis
Record: 7-0
Last game: 8-1 win vs. CBC
Key player: Freshman Chase Berger
Next game: vs. McCluer North 4/16
JV Water Polo
Record: 6-0
Last game: 11-2 win vs. DeSmet
Key player: Sophomore Michael Slaughter
Next game: vs. Parkway South 4/19
-Compiled by Nathan Rubbelke, Dan Hogan,
Trent Lulow, Jack Walsh, Drew Dziedzic,
Justin Ramacciotti
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Batbills improve to 10-2, best Red Devils
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Jake Fechter
two hits and two RBIs and senior outfielder
Reporter
Griffin Lowry ripped a double in the fourth
fter coming off their first Metro inning that plated two Bills to put the game
Catholic Conference (MCC) win out of reach.
against DeSmet last
Freshman Brian “Mini
Thursday, the St. Louis
Pov” Howard came in for
U. High Jr. Bills (10-2)
the last inning, fanning
had no time to rest as
two batters on his way to
the visiting Comets from
secure the AndyBenesMcCluer came to battle
bills’ 8th win, 12-0.
it out the next day. SeThe MiguelCairobills
nior Andrew Ostapowicz
had two games the folstarted on the hill and
lowing afternoon, the first
was in control the entire
against DuBourg. Both
game, allowing only one
teams got after it early, as
hit while striking out five
the Cavaliers plated two
batters in four innings.
runs in the first against
	The offense gave him
starting pitcher Bertucci.
plenty of help, scoring at
The GaryGaettibills cut
least one run in every inthe lead in half in the botning. Sophomore Willie
tom of the inning as junior
Floros reached base four
Sasha Kuebel knocked
times on his way to a two- Junior Sasha Kuebel delivers a pitch in
in Floros. However, that
hit and two-RBI game. Senior Monday’s game against Chaminade. ended up being the only run
Rob Bertucci also provided
the Bills could muster on a

A

photo courtesy of dr. rick kuebel

very frustrating day of hitting.
	The offense was making solid contact
at the plate all game long, but usually just
lined out and hit it right at the steady Cavalier
defense. Bertucci went the distance, giving
up only two earned runs, in the 3-1 loss.
In the second game that afternoon, the
RonGantbills hosted Chicago squad Cristo
Rey. Giving some of their usual starters
the game off, the BoHartbills got a chance
to showcase some of their younger talent.
Junior Brett Weber started and got the win,
whiffing two batters. Junior Anthony Greiner,
senior Chad Carson, and sophomore Mitch
Klug all got time on the mound, helping the
pitching staff chalk up ten strikeouts while
only allowing one hit.
Freshman Joey “Milkshake” Rund
contributed to the cause, scoring three runs.
Senior Tim “Smiles” Wilmes and Klug both
knocked two hits to aid the offense.
	The BrianJordanbills won easily in
five innings, 12-0, improving their record
to 9-2.

see BASE, 14

A St. Louis loss: Baudbills fall to DeSmet
Alistair Vierod, Kurt Piening
Reporters
he St. Louis U. High water-polo
team was spotted at FoPo on April 9
as they took on fourth-ranked MICDS in
what would be a relatively close game.
Although the Bills maintained the lead
throughout the game, the nature of the
game was very back-and-forth with neither team scoring more than two goals
consecutively.
Senior Rob Golterman’s five-point
effort earned him “Player of the Game,”
while senior Dan Goeddel’s composure in
front of the goal yielded a hat trick. Senior
Dan Schmidt, junior Michael Hagerty, and

sophomore Sam Erlinger also contributed a
goal each.
SLUH triumphed when the final buzzer
sounded, 12-8.
	Then on Sunday, the Polobills suited
up against DeSmet, led by reigning PostDispatch Player of the Year senior Matt
Stipanovich. The Baudbills started off poorly,
letting the Spartans score early in the game
and failing to play an effective counter-attack
defense.
However, SLUH kept its intensity high
and managed to cut down the lead. The GreenGiantbills eventually fell back into another
one-goal deficit by the third quarter and the
outcome of the game seemed decided when

C Track
Last meet: Hazelwood West Relays, 1st
Key athletes: Tom Laughlin, Matt Nicholson,
4x1600 relay members, 1st
Next meet: Corey Siebert Invitational 4/17

C Baseball
Record: 7-2
Last game: 9-2 loss vs. Eureka
Key player: Pitcher Matt Hinkebein, 7 innings, 2 ER
Next game: SLUH tournament 4/16

T

DeSmet widened their lead to four goals with
2:15 left in the third quarter.
	Once again, though, SLUH proved that
it would not go down without a fight. Led
by Golterman, the Physicsbills rallied and
managed to score three goals and gain another possession by the final three seconds
of the game. However, the Polobills were left
without a shot and fell, 11-10, though they
did manage to hold Stipanovich scoreless.
“DeSmet was favored, but we gave
them a really good game. If we correct our
mistakes, we could top them next time,” said
Golterman.
Later in the week the H20bills were

C Sports Updates

see POLO, 16

C Lacrosse
Record: 9-0
Last game: 5-4 win vs. DeSmet
Key player: John Ottenlips, GW goal
Next game: at Chaminade 4/20
-Compiled by Nathan Rubbelke, Adam Cruz,
Joe Essig

Sports
Volleybills unbeaten,
Golf splits
spike Griffins and Mustangs
first four
April 16, 2010
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Scot Metzger
Reporter
he St. Louis U. High volleyball team
continued to roll this past week with a
conference win over Vianney and another
win over Marquette.
Last Friday night, the Trav’n’Lizbills
came out looking for their third straight Metro
Catholic Conference (MCC) win against the
Golden Griffins. The Jr. Bills came out slow,
falling into a 10-5 hole before strong serving
and defense pulled them to a 17-17 tie.
	The two foes traded points, until senior
Ken Siebert put a kill to give the Jr. Bills
a 23-21 lead. The Jr. Bills went on to win
25-21.
	The We’veGotGioiabills came out red
hot and jumped to an early lead over the Griffins in the second game. Siebert and senior
Scot Metzger led the way with a combined
22 kills on the match for a 25-16 win.
“We came out a little on our heels in
the first game, playing point for point with
(Vianney),” said Siebert. “The second game
we really stepped up our game, especially
our passing. We’ve been playing really well

together as a team.”
	This past Wednesday, the Undefeatedbills came to play against a tough Marquette
squad led by Post-Dispatch Player to Watch
Peter Thommesen. The Becvarbills came out
a little sluggish in the first game, but still
won 25-20.
	The second game started out with a huge
surge by the Jr. Bills, as they jumped out to
a 21-8 lead. Marquette put on an impressive
run before SLUH put them away for good
on junior Willie “Celebration” Whealen’s
kill to make it 25-20.
Senior Kyle Baxter, fresh off an injury,
said, “The team is looking really strong.
Our strongest point is our consistency. The
passing looks really good, which allows us
to spread the ball to all the hitters. When we
come ready to play, we can handle everything
other teams throw at us.”
The Dozebills play at St. Mary’s next
Monday, at Vianney next Wednesday, and
take on Francis Howell Central at home on
Thursday. They look to defend the Parkway
Central Tournament title next Saturday.

Alex Paino
Reporter
he St. Louis U. High tennis team
has had a busy time these past two
weeks, playing seven matches in the past
nine school days. Last Thursday the team
picked up a quick victory against Vianney,
easily winning 7-0.
	This set the Roddickbills up nicely for
their big match last Friday against archrival
DeSmet. The team beat DeSmet both in the
regular season and during Metro Catholic
Conference (MCC) play last year, so they
were hoping to pick up another solid win
this year.
Junior captain Greg Marifian started
the team out nicely at No.1 singles, winning
the longest match of the day in a third set
tiebreaker. Senior captain Joe Murphy-Baum
and sophomore Cameron Trachsel both won
their matches at No. 2 singles and No. 3
singles, respectively, to put the team out to

a nice lead.
However, these three matches were
all the team would win. Freshman David
Mayhall lost a close match at No. 4 singles,
while No. 1 doubles team seniors Brandon
Eversgerd and Alex Paino lost a rollercoaster
match that included two tiebreakers. The
teams at No. 2 doubles and No. 3 doubles
both lost close matches as well, with the No.
3 doubles team losing in a third set super
tiebreaker.
	The Andrebills came back the following
Monday to play a talented John Burroughs
team, and fell again, this time to the tune
of 5-2. Once again, Marifian won handily
at No. 1 singles and Murphy-Baum won a
frustrating match at No. 2 singles.
However, the team struggled greatly beyond these top two. At No. 3 singles, Trachsel
lost a close match to an opponent who had
the interesting behavior of yelling
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Nadalbills top CBC, bested
by Spartans
T

see TENNIS, 15
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Mike McVey
Reporter
he Mickelsonbills started their season
as expected, falling to Metro Catholic
Conference (MCC) foes Chaminade and
CBC but beating Priory and Vianney.
Norwood Hills Country Club proved
to be quite a test for the Jr. Bills when they
fell by 11 strokes to Chaminade in their first
match of the season. But the team didn’t let
the loss get them down.
Instead, the Jr. Bills bounced right back
with a commanding victory against Priory at
St. Louis’signature course, Bellerive Country
Club.
The Titlestbills struggled again when
they faced off against the MCC favorite
CBC at Glen Echo at the end of last week.
SLUH turned in a poor team score of 269,
while losing by more than 30 strokes to the
Cadets, who turned in their first five score
cards under 40 on a par-36 course.
“We may have played poorly, but when
CBC plays as well as they did you have to
take the loss lightly and focus on our next
match against them (Wednesday),” said senior Kyle Felts of the match against CBC.
Again, the team didn’t let the loss
become a trend and reversed its fortunes in
their matchup with Vianney at Greenbriar.
The Jr. Bills won by a large margin, with
Felts medaling with a 38.
The team’s 2-2 record shows promise
despite its disappointing losses.
Senior Paul Ruppe summed up the season to date, saying, “It can only get better
from here,” after the Chaminade match.
The Jr. Bills will tee off in their first big
tournament next week at Crescent Farms Golf
Club in the Webster Cup in their attempt to
win a tournament that they have not won
since the start of the 21st century.
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Rugbills take two of three, foiled by Bixby
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Ryan Dowd
Reporter
his past weekend the St. Louis U.
High rugby team made the trek to
Creve Coeur Park to compete in the annual Ruggerfest event. The Rugbybills
emerged with a 2-1 record, with one win
coming from the B-team.
	On Saturday, the Jr. Bills dominated
Liberty, 24-5. In the first minute of the game
the Ruckbills bulldozed up and over the
scrambling Liberty team to score a quick try.
Though Liberty had a slight size advantage,
the Invictusbills commanded ball possession
the entire first half, generating numerous
scoring opportunities with crisp passing and
fluid movement. Liberty, on the other hand,
failed to muster any offensive threats. The
Jr. Bills quickly swarmed and dispatched of
the few Liberty runs.
	The Scrumbills began the second half
slightly off their first half pace, but as Liberty became a marginal threat, the Jr. Bills
returned to a high level of play. The Jr. Bills
added a few tries and continued their stifling
defense en route to a 24-5 victory.
“It was a good warm up game for us in
the tournament,” said senior Rob Koehne-

T

man.
After a proficient display of rugby on
Saturday, Bixby from Oklahoma, the only
team to beat the Jr. Bills this year, stood in
the way of rugby glory. Bixby had defeated
the Jr. Bills 12-0 in Tulsa during the team’s
first official tournament of the year.
Koehneman said, “We were really excited because when we went down to Tulsa,
we didn’t take everyone from our team, and
we only lost by a few points. So when we
heard we were going to play them in St. Louis,
we got really excited because we definitely
wanted revenge against them.”
	The most physical game of the year pitted two evenly-matched teams. The Trybills
used their size and bulk advantage to crash
their way into the try zone early in the game.
Senior Corey Donovan was credited with the
try, but the score was a total team effort.
Bixby continued to throw their players
at the Jr. Bills and eventually knotted the
game up at seven with a long run.
	These Oklahomans also proved to be
slightly more conditioned than the Jr. Bills
in the final minutes. While still owning the
overall strength advantage, the Jr. Bills just
couldn’t catch the Bixby players at some

points as the game wound down.
	On the last play of the game, as the Jr.
Bills set up their offense in order to mount
a last-minute attack to win the game, Bixby
stole the SLUH line in, similar to the throw in
of soccer, and whipped the ball out to one of
their backs. The Jr. Bills, unable to organize
their defense before the Bixby player received
the ball, watched in dismay as Bixby ran 30
meters to score the final try as time expired.
The score gave Bixby a 12-7 win over the
Rugbybills.
“We rucked a lot better than them, but
it was just one mental error that cost us the
game,” said Koehneman.
	The Jr. Bills remain undefeated against
teams not named Bixby this season. After
playing some of their best rugby of the season
in this year’s Ruggerfest, the Jr. Bills hope
to continue their success against Fox this
Saturday in Forest Park.

Conversation Cube

Compiled by
Adam Cruz

Zack Harris, senior
golf

Scott Milles,
senior outfielder

Adam Clark, senior
lacrosse defenseman

Greg Marifian,
junior tennis No. 1

Favorite term or
phrase of my sport

“Bite.”

“Shorten the noose
on the back side.”

“Rippin’ top cheddar.”

“Shank.”

I can’t play without...

My ... clubs?

My walk-up song.

My flow.

My mother
watching me.

Best wise-sage
coaching advice
I’ve been given:

“Well, if you have
questions about the
rules, I can help.”

“Don’t get picked
off.”

“Give (Clark) the
ball.”

“Play to win, not to
lose.”

Game-day meal:

Whatever SLUH is
serving.

The hopes and
dreams of my opponents. And a salami
sandwich.

PBJ, apple, two
chocolate milks.

Bacon

Distance off the
tee.

My speed/hustle.

Slides.

Ability to fight for
every point.

My greatest
strength:
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Drumming to a different beat:
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Orso, ’95, carves his place as a professional drummer
Nick Fandos
Features Editor

sons based on learning from experience are the most important for
a growing musician, according to Orso. “Seeking out people who
“ always say that I like to beat on synthetic animal skins with you think you have something to learn from and then trying to get
into places and situations where people who can help you out are
wooden sticks. I don’t know what that says about me?”
Jim Orso, class of ’95, laughs self-deprecatingly. The crackling going to be able to hear and sort of get a sense of what you do,” he
of a cell phone and murmur of nameless voices in the background explained, is the key to improvement.
drown his voice only slightly. He is on the road—on a bus back from 	That improvement could only go so far in St. Louis, and after
Washington D.C., where the night before he had taken the stage in graduating from Webster, Orso decided to move to New York with
a couple of friends to pursue a career as a professional drummer.
front of hundreds of people for a 45 minute set.
The city provided Orso with an
	Orso is a professional drumexponentially greater oppromer. Behind a handful of bands
tunity to observe, collaborate,
and in dozens of clubs across New
and learn with new and different
York City, he can be found most
muscicians around him.
nights unpretentiously beating on
“I knew I wanted to go to New
his drums with back-beat style and
York
because the scene is pretty
a straightforward approach.
heavy
as far as people trying to
	Although he moved to the ardo
a
lot
of work,” said Orso.
tistic hotbed of Brooklyn almost a
“There’s
a
lot of opportunities
decade ago, Orso has been winding
to
grow,
a
lot
of people to get
his way toward the city that encominformation
from
whose brains
passes it for the balance of his life.
you
can
pick
who
are willing to
New York City is often considered
help
you
out.”
the summit of live music, and for
	The music scene Orso leaped
Orso, his childhood in St. Louis
into was more robust than any
forms the base. His love for music
Jim Orso beats on his synthetic animal skins during a live show.
he had played in before. He
and passion for the drums can only
estimates
that
there
were
eleven
drummers
his age living in New
be understood as an almost natural progression—an accumulation of
York
from
St.
Louis
alone
when
he
arrived.
One
of those drummers,
layers of influence and taste that have shaped Orso into the musician
Carl
Allen,
helped
Orso
get
a
rare
time
slot
at
a
practice space that
he is today.
allowed
him
to
demonstrate
his
ability
with
other
drummers.
The first of those layers was lain at a very young age as Orso
“When
I
first
moved
here
I
was
practicing
anywhere
from eight
first fell in love with music. His first experience with the drums came
to
ten
hours
a
day
and
also
working
to
pay
the
bills,”
said
Orso.
as he took the sticks to his brother’s plastic drum set and played for
The
practice
paid
off
and
a
growing
network
of
fellow
musicians
the first time. In eighth grade, with encouragement from his mother,
Orso began playing the snare drum in his school marching band. helped Orso begin to land gigs around the city and build the web
When the time came for high school, Orso followed his brothers to of contacts that helps propagate a musician’s work.
St. Louis U. High and, under the direction of band teacher Dr. John 	One of Orso’s longest-standing gigs and one he credits for a
lot of his initial experience is Sunday service at Mt. Sinai Baptist
Milak, played in both the concert and jazz bands.
	This early immersion in the music world at the encouragement church in Newark. Though a bit unconventional, Orso describes the
of Orso’s parents was the beginning of the ascent. In many ways weekly service as “a kind of music school in itself.” The drum-heavy,
the New York clubs and European festivals that would come later bluesy music of the congregation altered his taste and drumming
could not be possible without the marching band or that plastic drum style.
“For a good while I was really just interested in playing jazz
set.
music,
but the more music I heard, the more stuff I checked out being
After graduating from SLUH, Orso studied performance jazz
up
here,
the more I wanted to get back to playing more rock- and
at Webster University to continue his structured study of the drums.
funkand
soul-influenced music,” said Orso. The Sunday morning
More importantly, however, he began an entirely separate, experiBaptist
services
simply added another layer to his musical interential education that has proven just as crucial as the subtle points
ests.
of music theory, adding yet another crucial layer to his abilities.
For Orso, these layers run deeply over one another. While he
“I was always studying with people when they came through
still
plays
some jazz with artist Andrew Neff, Orso largely performs
St. Louis. When this drummer I really respected came to St. Louis,
and
experiments
with back-beat—heavily drum-driven electric
I had him over to my folks’ house for a lesson,” said Orso. Les-

I

Photo courtesy of Jim Orso
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of what the audience is experiencing,” said Orso, noting the tight
rock—music influenced by funk and soul. The connection between foundation that drums can provide.
these different styles and exploration within them makes music 	New York may be his primary venue, but Orso’s drums have
worthwhile, according to Orso.
taken him around the country and around the world, extending even
“There’s a binding element between all of the best of every further his level of experience and insight. In early April he finished
genre of music,” said Orso. “The best jazz, the best rock, the best a two-and-one-half-week tour in the U.S. with Jessica 6. Next month
funk, the best blues, the best classical—there are certain binding he will travel to China with Radio 4 to tour for two weeks. Following
elements (between them).”
that trip, he will spend another two weeks touring Turkey, Russia,
Orso first began to notice these elements as a child through the and Europe with Jessica 6.
diversity of his father’s record
“The bands that I play
collection, and continues to
with are fairly busy, but you
pursue them by collaborating
can’t play too much in New
with other curious musicians
York. I guess if a band’s
like himself.
playing once a week in New
	Orso regularly performs
York that’s enough, or even a
with several different groups.
lot,” said Orso. This limit on
Radio 4 and Home Video are
exposure is partially behind
Brooklyn-based electronic
the tours.
rock groups—Home Video
Perhaps Orso’s most
records all of their own murecent layer has come as he
sic. Jessica 6 was formed in
begins to reach out and ex2009, but the New York-based
periment off the stage as well.
band has reached relatively
He is featured on forthcoming
widespread popularity with
albums from Andrew Neff,
their electro-techno music.
Jessica 6, Radio 4, and Home
	The Andrew Neff Group,
Video. Orso also worked on
perhaps the best known of the
a video project with Jessica 6
bands Orso performs with,
and has done some work with
plays instrumental jazz in The outline of Orso’s drums are faintly visible in the stage lights of the Congress Theater in commercial soundtracks.
Chicago as he jams in the background.
New York and has achieved
	On top of these spot recordings
recording success as well.
Orso has been working on projects of his own.
	Orso plays anywhere from a just couple of nights a week to
“The stuff that I record is two different projects—one is very
almost every night. Most shows are scattered across New York in a electronic, very beat-heavy; the other is more singer-songwritery,
variety of clubs and different venues. “It will be anywhere from a more soundtrackish rock stuff,” Orso explained.
club that holds maybe a hundred people to maybe an outdoor venue
Like live music, Orso explained that recording is another methat could hold maybe a few thousand people,” explained Orso of dium in which to learn, experiment and, in so doing, improve as a
the venues.
musician, always building.
	This disparity in band and venue lends itself to a great deal of
“I feel like what draws me (to music) is that I love to do it and
variance night to night. Orso explained that a typical show night the process of learning is meaningful to me,” said Orso. He adds,
starts at 5 p.m. or 6 p.m. with a sound check followed by a 45-minute “And to me I love playing live with bands whose music I love. I
set anywhere between 9 p.m. and 1 a.m.. Most crowds are between can’t think of anything else I’d rather do.”
150 and 500 people.
As I finish scratching out a few final notes, Orso hangs up. He’s
“Preparation-wise I really just try to make sure I’m in a relaxed back home in Brooklyn, undoubtedly preparing once again to bang
head-space, not too stressed out, so I can focus when the music on his synthetic animal skins. This self-portrait—understated yet
starts,” said Orso in an e-mail. “I usually practice just a little the slightly critical, thoughtful, and humble—seems perfect. When I
day of a show to make sure I’m warm, but the biggest preparation check my e-mail the next day, a quick note from Orso verifying a
to me is daily practice, which I’ve done for a long time and continue couple facts finished with this conclusion:
to do.”
“Also I want to just clarify that the music thing is a constant
 Drums are not the centerpiece of any of the bands with whom process for me and that I’m in no way content with where I am or
Orso plays, but he explained that they still play a large role.
in any way at “the top”. Happy in my situation but always wanting
“Most situations I’m in are fairly beat-driven, and drums play to progress and elevate my level.”
a fairly big role, and I think especially live there’s a lot to be said
Listen to some of Jim Orso’s recordings at http://www.
for what’s happening on the drums—it ends up being a major part
myspace.com/jimorso.
Photo courtesy of Jim Orso
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Caleb Ford
Reporter
he senior AP Biology and Human
Anatomy and Physiology classes went
on a field trip to St. Louis University’s
Gross Anatomy lab to witness and partake
in the exploration of cadavers on Monday.
Human Anatomy and Physiology teacher
Tim O’Keefe began this annual field trip
over ten years ago.
	The cadavers are the actual remains of
deceased persons preserved with different
chemicals, primarily formaldehyde, to prevent disintegration and infection of the dead
tissues. The bodies were donated though St.
Louis University’s donor program for the use
of the Gross Anatomy Lab and are cremated
after they are no longer useable.
	The dissection was focused on the body’s
ventral cavity, which extends from the pelvis
to the neck on the front side of the body.
“My favorite part was touching the
organs. They were firm and squishy and felt
like a wet Nerf football,” said senior Brendan

T

Giljum.
 	AP Biology teacher Steve Kuensting
said that the purpose of the trip was to give
the students, many of whom have expressed
interest in pursuing medical and biology
degrees, a look into the actual practices
of an anatomy lab in a university medical
school.
“The field trip helps the students because
they get to interact with medical students and
ask questions,” O’Keefe said.
“It was very informative and interactive. Our instructors (fourth-year medical
students) were down-to-earth, which made
it even easier to learn,” said Giljum.
O’Keefe said that the field trip helped
his classes to “review the year so far because
the presentation went through the different
systems of the body and really helps with
learning the digestive system, which we are
covering right now.”
Senior John Helling thought that the
field trip “definitely took some getting used
to but was cool to look at. It was a lot better

French students participate in Le
Grand Concours
Jack Witthaus
Reporter
n France, students participate in national examinations that rank them against
other French students according to their
successes. To get a taste of this experience, French teacher Jennifer Crespin’s
sophomore and senior French classes participated in writing and listening tests and
were ranked against other French students
in the St. Louis area.
“We were doing it the French way,”
Crespin said.
	Over 100,000 students in the United
States signed up for Le Grand Concours—
which means “the big contest”—which was
supported by the American Association of
Teachers of French (AATF). St. Louis’ local
AATF chapter opened the contest to both
public and private school contestants on
March 6 at Villa Duchesne High School.
It had been over 11 years since St. Louis
U. High students had entered the contest,
but the rust was not evident as SLUH netted
high rankings. Out of 154 participants in the

I

French II category, sophomore Alex Sipe
earned 13th place, sophomore Sakari McCullough notched 14th place, and sophomore
Zach Everson took home 17th place.
“I’d like to thank Mrs. Crespin’s French
food for the help and inspiration along this
journey,” McCullough said.
For the French IV section, in which
149 students were examined, junior Hans
Brende received 12th place, senior David
Lopez achieved 14th place, and senior Eric
Lewis finished 15th place.
“The test was really difficult,” Brende
said. “I was really happy about (the results).”
“Overall, I am very pleased,” said
Crespin. “It’s a great experience (for my
students) to take the test.”
	After the impressive marks, Crespin
hopes to take the testing further for SLUH
French students. “I’m looking to make this
an annual event,” Crespin said.
Le Grand Concours has not yet published the national results.

than just looking at some diagrams.”
Upon seeing the cadaver, senior Luke
Landolt thought, “What is this? Is all of this
really inside me?”
	The lab had chairs placed around the
walls for people feeling ill or light-headed
upon seeing the human bodies.
“It didn’t bother me as much as I thought
it would. I was worried I would faint, but it
was all right,” said senior Marcus Wright.
	During the cadaver examination senior
Tim Wilmes had to sit down after feeling
light-headed.
“The thing that got me was that it was
an actual human person who walked around
like you and I. It was interesting, but the
sight of the open body and the smell of the
formaldehyde got me,” Wilmes said.
“It was similar to Body Worlds and an
interesting look into the human body,” senior
Mike Dryden said.

Art
(from 2)
best represents the best work.”
“I thought our students measured up
beautifully to the others,” said Mueller. “They
did very well.”
For the students, this is the first time
they have had their work displayed outside
of SLUH.
“It was a great opportunity to put my
art out there,” said Quinlan.
“I like my giraffe, and I enjoyed making
it,” said Perks. “I am glad that other people
can enjoy it.”
	All four students hope to continue with
their artwork in the future, though not to
the same degree. Quinlan plans to major in
Graphic Design at Holy Cross College, and
Hager hopes to attend the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago or Columbia College
Chicago. Perks plans to enroll in a five-year
architecture program at both the Univerity
of Missouri-Kansas City and Kansas State,
and Nahlik wishes to keep art as a hobby.
	The Young Artist Showcase 2010 is open
until Apr. 30 in SLAG’s gallery in Two Oak
Knoll Park. The gallery is open from Tuesday
to Sunday from noon to 4 p.m. Admission is
free.
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STUCO
(from 1)

	As VP of Public Relations, Tsikalas
hopes to establish a system of communications through texting and Facebook which
would keep all students abreast of events and
other news. “If we just talk a little more, things
could be a lot better,” he said, citing students’
lack of awareness of STUCO activities.
Perrini said that he wants to create a
theme that will last throughout the year,
unlike this year’s Dr. SLUHss, which disappeared after its introduction. “If you can get
a good one and remember it, and people can
remember it and kind of stick with it, it’ll just
make more sense,” he said. “We can have a
lot of fun with it. We can base dances off it,
mixers and stuff like that.”
	McCoy wants to increase STUCO’s role
in leading and coordinating other parts of

Greenberg

(from 4)
normality. Here, Greenberg seems more like
Flick Webb than John Wayne, more “lost
cause” than “no cause.”
	More than anything, Greenberg’s cruelty
to other people becomes apparent. Over
the years, he has become a tightly-wound
ball of well-oiled defense mechanisms and
sobering wit. Greenberg’s brutality is most
noticeable in his relationship with Florence,
which soon becomes defined by Greenberg’s
narcissism and lack of commitment, the
harsher side of the “do nothing” doctrine.
When relationships start to go bad, we get
a taste of Greenberg’s sardonic distancing.
“Youth’s wasted on the young,” says Ivan,
Greenberg’s former bandmate and best
friend. “I’d go further,” Greenberg counters.
“I’d say life is wasted on … people.”
	As a writer, Baumbach is at his wryest
here, composing dozens of unforgettable,
Woody Allen-esque one-liners. Baumbach’s
film shares Allen’s witty self-deprecation,
struggle for meaning and love, and fascination with New Yorkers migrating to Los
Angeles. But where L.A. was frequently
the villain in Allen’s films (see the infamous
party scene in Annie Hall), Baumbach shows
the town to be gentle and loving.
What’s most gratifying is the extreme
precision and care with which Baumbach
examines his characters. The film is called
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student life. “I want to make STUCO kind
of the central hub of communication for all
clubs, teachers, faculty and staff,” he said.
Ratermann and Hill have less specific
objectives, but intend to accomplish general
ones.
Hill said that he wants to revitalize attendance at sporting events and school spirit
in general. “I remember freshman year we
had a tremendous spirit leader (Lampe), so
to bring (that level of spirit) back would be
my goal,” said Hill.
	Ratermann hopes to continue SLUH’s
tradition of energetic liturgies and to cultivate
an even stronger class unity. He described
the latter goal: “I’d like to get a general unity
together, a community where we can rely on
each other.”
	Overall, McCoy and the other Executive

Board members are optimistic about their
potential. McCoy cited the members’ love
for SLUH as a reason for STUCO’s success
next year.
“I think unity then kind of comes naturally with the common goal of wanting to
promote that love of SLUH,” said McCoy.
Senior class preliminaries took place
Wednesday during lunch and Dan Schneier,
Joe Blume, Steve Hoerr, Tim Williams, and
Zak Otten are running for president; Patrick
Buckley, former STUCO officer David
Dang, Elliot Fish, and Tim Pettey are vying for social representative; and Heisohn
and Nick Hartzler will contest the pastoral
representative position. The candidates will
speak today at activity period, and the class
will vote during lunch.

Greenberg, sure, and ultimately the movie
is about that wiry cynic, but Baumbach also
lets us spend valuable time with many other
characters. Consequently, the film never
feels rushed to produce too much plot too
quickly. The movie feels balanced and, most
importantly, real.
	Another marvel is the creation of the
Greenberg character, a stunning box of cynicism and regret, of nervous ticks and brutal
words, but also of tremendous tenderness.
Greenberg is the product of both Baumbach’s clear, subtle dialogue and Stiller’s
biting delivery. While most people will end
up seeing the film for the major star playing the title role, Greenberg has no trace
of the archetypal “Ben Stiller movie.” The
viewer never sees Stiller on screen, they just
see Greenberg, which is a testament to the
depth of emotion and craft behind Stiller’s
performance. The effect is similar to Adam
Sandler’s performance in Paul Thomas Anderson’s Punch-Drunk Love—the fascination
with the actor fades as the fascination with
the character he is portraying proves to be
greater.
Baumbach’s film is similar to Anderson’s
also in its strange, powerful tweak of the
familiar romantic comedy genre. Ultimately,
the movie comes down to Greenberg and
Florence’s love. While Greenberg’s repeated
cruelty toward Florence may be too much

for some viewers to forgive, it isn’t too
much for Florence herself. Where others find
Greenberg morally reprehensible, Florence is
somehow able to dig through all the defense
mechanisms to find a man. “There’s a vulnerability about him,” she tells her friends,
“that no one else really sees.”
“Hurt people hurt people,” is Florence’s
nugget of philosophy which serves to explain
Greenberg’s frequent bouts of cruelty. The
trick is getting un-hurt. Ultimately, this is
something Greenberg has to figure out for
himself, and he does so, at a party thrown
by his teenage niece. Among the teenagers,
Greenberg lets loose, and loses sense of his
responsibilities. “My psychologist said I
have trouble living in the present,” he tells
the kids as he plays them a Duran Duran
record, “because I never really lived in the
past.”
	The question now becomes what’s to
come. And suddenly the future becomes less
about the morbid knowns of old age and death
and more about the unknowns: the loves,
the jests, the people, the days and nights
pasted with incalculable and unknowable
joy. Unpredictability, Greenberg realizes,
won’t come by doing nothing. You’ve got
find someone to show it to you, to lead you
there. Someone has to “let you in.”
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(from 1)
why she chose the play. “The play feels like
it might have been written yesterday although
it’s about 45 years old.”
	Artie’s life begins to unravel early in
the play when his aptly named, emotionally
frayed wife, Bananas, played by Nerinx
Hall senior Julia Sinks, meets his girlfriend,
Bunny, played by Nerinx Hall senior Abby
Dryden.
“Bananas is fun to play because she can
speak honestly and openly. She doesn’t have
much of a filter,” said Sinks. “She follows
her instincts. She’s not always doing what’s
expected of her or what is socially acceptable
in the given circumstance.”
	Guare places Artie in a tug of war
between the two women. Bunny offers him
the support he needs to have a chance at
making it big out west, but Artie repeatedly
tells Bananas, his first love, “Sometimes I
miss you so much.”
“(Bunny) has a lot of energy. She knows
exactly what she wants and how she is going
to go about getting it,” said Dryden of her
character. “She lives vicariously through
Artie. Through Artie’s achievements, she
has achievements because she is the perfect
little housewife.”
Further complications arise as Artie’s
son, Ronnie (sophomore Christian Probst),
a recent recruit headed for Vietnam, goes
AWOL and revisits his family’s apartment in
Sunnyside, Queens. The pope’s visit brings
more unexpected guests to the apartment
through whom Guare shows the social environment that was deaf to the pope’s message
of peace.
	One of the more important characters, yet
one with the least amount of time on stage
is Billy, Artie’s best friend since childhood,
who grew up to become Hollywood’s biggest
film producer. Billy pervades the dialogue of
the front half of the play like a verbal gun on
the wall and does indeed fire before the end,
finally appearing onstage during the play’s
final scene.
“(The play) comments on friendship,
really, and how it is quite fragile … and also
how the media can really control what our
lives are centered around,” said sophomore
Jordan Bollwerk, who plays Billy.
Whitaker described the play as a black
comedy, which she defined as “a kind of

drama in which disturbing humor is used to
express the absurdity, insensitivity, paradox,
and cruelty of the modern world.”
Sophomore Adam Hunn, who plays
one of the show’s three nuns, said, “I agree
with Mrs. Whitaker about the fact that (Blue
Leaves) is about all these people who, in a
moment of sheer darkness, lost their way
and they grow to be corrupt, and they turn
their backs on all the possible morals they
could have.”
“(Blue Leaves) is very different because
Abby and I have never done a dark comedy
before,” Sinks said of the play. “It is hard to
know what to expect.”
“It’s a really interesting play and it is difficult in terms of the fact that it’s a comedy,”
said Dryden. “There are funny moments but
they do not control the whole play because
there are moments that are very intense and
weird and scary.”
	This production is a studio performance,
meaning that the audience sits onstage with
the actors. This style is appropriate for Blue
Leaves because the play is not concerned with
maintaining realism, and characters often
break the fourth wall to directly address the
audience.
The Dauphin Players ran a final dress
rehearsal yesterday afternoon for the 108
freshmen currently taking Fine Arts Survey.
“It was really good,” said freshman
Andrew Nguyen. “It was supposed to be a
black comedy, and I saw a lot of the humor
in it, but I couldn’t laugh because I thought
it was just really … grim. So I found it hard
to laugh at, but the plot was really good.”
Freshman Mitchell Shaw said, “I definitely see why it’s called a black comedy. I
think the end was freaky, and really, what
(the characters) were talking about wasn’t
funny, but they made it funny.”
“I thought it was going to be something
not enjoyable, but then all of a sudden it
seemed really interesting and fun—just like
that,” said freshman Joe Milton, snapping his
fingers. “And when I thought the plot would
go this way, it just went the opposite way.”
	Tickets are currently available in the
SLUH box office for $5 in advance or $7 at
the door.
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Beckerle

(from 2)
traveling to Scotland for the competition.
“It was a really fun time. We did a
lot of sight-seeing and just went a lot of
places,” said Beckerle, who traveled with
his father.
Beckerle, who has been dancing since he
was nine years old, became interested in Irish
dancing through local demonstrations.
“When I was little, my dad was (on
the) Board of Aldermen for 14 years. We
always went down to the parade in front of
(St. Louis’s) City Hall, and they always had
Irish dancing, and so I just got interested,”
said Beckerle.
	After deciding that he wanted to dance,
Beckerle trained intensely in order to prepare
for his competitions.
“Usually practices at my dance studio
range from four times to five times a week
for a couple of hours a day,” said Beckerle,
who trains at the Mayer School of Irish
Dance. “And I also have a studio in my
basement, (where) I also practice at a lot of
times, too.”
Hopefully all of that practice pays off
for Beckerle, who intends to continue participating in Irish dancing competitions.
“I have the national competition coming
up over the summer in Orlando, and then I’ll
be competing in the Midwest Championships
which are being held this year in Chicago
over Thanksgiving. Then, hopefully, I’ll be
returning to the championships again next
year, which will be in Dublin,” he said.

Keeley
(from 3)
	Anything created by people, about
people, for people can be infinitely valuable
to you because God pours out grace in all
his creation, especially where we’d least
expect it, and especially where it’s hardest to
find. This has been a cornerstone of Ignatian
Humanism since the founding of the Jesuits:
that, as the Roman playwright Terence wrote,
“nothing human is foreign to me.” Because
nothing human is merely human. (Ronald
Modras, Ignatian Humanism).
TJ Keeley ’08
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TRACK
(from 5)

as they went one-two in the shot put. Junior
Alex Cross won the shot put with a mark of
47’04”, while senior Mike Dryden finished
second with 46’08”. Cross also finished
eighth in the discus and was named the
Suburban Journal’s “Athlete of the Week.”
	Added Porter, “Our throwers have been
huge for us so far this year. It’s been awesome
to watch.”
	As always, the distance squad was one
of the biggest reasons for the team’s success. In the 1600, seniors Bill Gabler and
Emmett Cookson finished fourth and sixth,
respectively, earning personal record times
of 4:30 and 4:34.
“A couple of factors helped me through
my race,” said Gabler. “One, it was a perfect
day for racing and two, the support from my

LAX

(from 5)
diately won the faceoff, and Reilly threw the
ball in unassisted, blowing by a few Spartan
defenders in the process.
Quickly foiling an attempt by DeSmet
to bring the ball out of their zone, SLUH’s
midfield dismantled any resistance and
cleared the way for another immediate Reichenbach/Schoessel team-up, bringing the
score to 4-2.
	Despite a few more shots by Reilly and
the rest of the SLUH attack, the half ended
4-2.
Halftime didn’t put an end to the SLUH
duo of Reichenbach and Schoessel. Reichenbach threw one of his best assists of the game
to Schoessel, who was charging around the
crease from behind DeSmet’s goal for a quick

BASE
(from 6)

	Next up for the RayKingbills was MCC
rival Chaminade. After Ostapowicz struck
out the side in the first inning, Klug bombed
a triple in the bottom of the inning that plated
Kuebel and gave the Bills a one-run lead.
	The Red Devils answered quickly with
a weak dribbler that produced a run in the
second, but the JoeMcEwingbills answered
that same inning with a single from Floros
that scored two runners. Senior Clint Wobbe
also brought in Rund on a sacrifice fly.

Sports
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teammates.”
Gabler also emphasized that he and
Cookson got out well in the race and ran
aggressively, which helped them both.
	Caleb Ford and Tim Rackers both ran in
the 3200 race. Ford won in a time of 9:32, and
felt that the race was a good experience.
“Leading almost for an entire eight-lap
race for the first time was a tough ordeal,”
said Ford.
Ford feels that he could not have won
without the Subway he ate between the 4 x
800 and the 3200.
“I don’t know if I could have done
without the six inches of time and 12 hours
of Subway,” joked Ford.
Tim Rackers finished in fourth with a
9:43 in his first two-mile of the year, less
than two seconds away from the District
qualifying standard time. But Rackers will

have more opportunities this season to reach
that standard.
	Down half a point heading into the 4 x
400 relay, the Jr. Bills needed at least eighth
place to win the meet over U. City. The Jr.
Bills finished in sixth place and wrapped
up the victory, as U. City did not have a 4 x
400 team. The LeftTurnBlinkerbills finished
with 84.50 points compared to U. City’s 82
points.
	The Trackbills will be busy this weekend. Six members of the distance squad and
Cross headed to the Kansas Relays yesterday
afternoon to compete today and tomorrow
at the University of Kansas. The rest of the
varsity squad will compete in the Corey
Siebert Invitational at Rockwood Summit
High School. The varsity 2 team will compete in the All-Catholic Meet at Chaminade
tomorrow.

and unexpected slam-dunk of a play, putting
SLUH up 5-2.
	DeSmet soon woke up, however, and for
the rest of the quarter attacked the Bills’ goal.
Despite senior goalie Connor Blanquart’s
eight
saves in the game, several of which came at
point blank range, DeSmet netted two goals,
bringing the Spartans back into contention
for the Marco Cup and ending the third
quarter 5-4.
	The rest of the contest was hard fought.
The Bills’ defense knocked down passes and
blocked drives as fast as it could, but DeSmet
scored its fifth goal anyway.
	A man-up situation after a DeSmet foul

was just the thing needed to give SLUH the
edge, with Braun, after a quick pass from
Reichenbach, scoring on a diving shot in front
of the crease. Reilly soon scored afterward
unassisted, bringing the score to 7-5 with
7:56 to play.
	Despite SLUH’s efforts, DeSmet scored
again, bringing the Jr. Bills’ lead down to one.
Both teams played tough, with impressive
saves and blocks by the Jr. Bills’ defense and
the DeSmet midfield getting progressively
rougher as the contest neared completion.
Even after being put on a man-down situation after a foul call, SLUH held strong and
made clear that the only fighting it would be
doing was on the scoreboard. Reilly scored
the last goal of the game with 0.9 seconds
left to bring the final to 8-6.

Ostapowicz allowed a run in each of
the next innings, and after four, the FernandoTatisbills had 4-3 lead.
Kuebel relieved Ostapowicz in the fifth
and fanned two batters to get out of a jam.
Later that inning, Kuebel crushed a ball to
right-center and, after an errant throw from
center, chugged his way to an inside-thepark home run, giving the JohnMabrybills
a two-run lead.
	Things stayed steady until the 7th, when
Kuebel allowed only his second run of the

year on a sacrifice fly. Keeping his composure, Kuebel got the last batter to line out to
Wobbe at short, ending the game with a 5-4
victory.
“Our defense has been crucial in helping
me pitch well,” said Kuebel of his supporting staff. Kuebel credits his league best 0.67
ERA to simply “hitting the key spots and
commanding my pitches.”
The EdgarRenteriabills will try to slay
the Dragons of St. Mary’s on Saturday. Game
time is 12 p.m. at Heine Meine Field.
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(from 7)
“Go Bom” to himself every couple of points, while Paino quickly
lost at four singles.
	At No. 1 doubles, junior Alex Childs and sophomore Tony
Ghazarian lost a relatively close match, while junior Jimmy Berger
and Eversgerd lost at No. 2 doubles. Mayhall and sophomore Gil
Plitt got off to a promising start at No. 3 doubles, but they lost a
close second set and ended up losing the match in a super-tiebreaker,
11-9.
	The Racketbills ventured out to Parkway West this past Tuesday
to garner a much-needed win, 5-2. As usual, Marifian, MurphyBaum, and Trachsel easily won their matches at the top three singles
seeds. At No. 4 singles, Brandon Eversgerd lost a tough match that
lasted three sets, the first three-setter of the year. At No. 1 doubles,
Childs and Paino lost a hard-fought match, while Ghazarian and
Mayhall clinched the win by winning their match at No. 2 doubles.
Sophomore Matei Stefanescu and Berger won their match at No. 3
doubles in a thrilling third set super tiebreaker.
	This past Wednesday the team took on the CBC Cadets, looking
to make up for their loss to DeSmet. However, CBC had already
beaten both DeSmet and John Burroughs, so the outlook was not
too bright for the Jr. Bills.
The match did not start out too well for SLUH. Marifian lost
his first match of the season to defending state champion senior
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Matt Kuelker, although Marifian was able to force a tiebreaker in
the second set. The trend continued as Murphy-Baum lost his match
at No. 2 singles to a venerable opponent. With these two losses at
positions that are usually sure wins, the rest of the team had to step
up, and indeed they did.
	At No. 3 singles, Trachsel won his match after cruising to an
easy first set victory to win in a second set tiebreaker. At No. 1
doubles, Paino and sophomore Peter Windler lost a close match in
a second set tiebreaker, which meant that SLUH would have to win
the rest of the matches.
Thankfully, Ghazarian and Mayhall put together another solid
effort for a three-set victory, as did Berger and Stefanescu at three
doubles, where they easily won.
	Then, the real drama started. After all the other matches were
finished and the score was even, only Eversgerd was still playing
at No. 4 singles, and he was in a close third set at the time. Eversgerd went on to win the third set in dramatic fashion, allowing the
Nadalbills to upset a talented CBC team —a good sign going in to
the MCC tournament this Saturday.
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by Patrick O’Leary

Friday, April 16
Schedule R
Jesuit Schools Diversity Conference
STUCO Sr. Class Speeches
Fr. Class Mass AP
College Rep. Visit:
University of Missouri—Columbia
TRK @ Kansas Relays
LAX vs. Eureka 6pm
TENN vs. McCluer North 4pm
INLN vs. Northwest 8pm
JV LAX vs. Eureka 4:15pm
C BASE @ SLUH Tourney 4:30pm
C INLN vs. Oakville 11pm
Dauphin Players’ Production 7:30pm
AP Snack—Pepperoni Boscos
Lunch: Special—Brunch for Lunch
Healthy—Soup in a Bread Bowl
Saturday, April 17
So. Day of Service
Academic District Competition
Jesuit Schools Diversity Conference
BASE @ St. Mary’s 12pm
TRK @ Kansas Relays
TRK @ Corey Siebert Invitational 9am
RUG vs. Fox 12pm
TENN @ MCC Tourney 8:30am
V2 TRK @ All-Catholic Track Meet 9am
JV VBALL @ DeSmet JV Tourney
C BASE @ SLUH Tourney 9am
C INLN vs. Francis Howell 8pm
Dauphin Players’ Production 7:30pm
Sunday, April 18
Jesuit Schools Diversity Conference
INLN @ Mehlville 10am
C INLN @ Fort Zumwalt North 11:30am

POLO

(from 6)
once again back at Forest Park, this time
against a strong Parkway North squad. An
inability to keep possession and sluggish
transitional defense allowed the more athletic
Parkway North players to take an early lead.
The Baudbills found themselves shut out at
halftime, 4-0.
	The Bills managed to pull themselves
together just enough to be trailing 5-4 with
2:37 left on the clock. It wasn’t enough,
though, as Parkway notched two more
goals to put the game out of reach from the
Speedobills, who weren’t able to capitalize
on any more scoring chances.

Gimme eat!

Calendar

Dauphin Players’ Production 2pm
Monday, April 19
Schedule B1
VBALL @ St. Mary’s 6pm
POLO @ Parkway South 5pm
GOLF @ Webster Cup 3:30pm
JV VBALL @ St. Mary’s 5pm
JV POLO @ Parkway South 4pm
C BASE vs. Bishop DuBourg 4:30pm
C INLN @ Fort Zumwalt South 8pm
ASCA Meeting 7pm
AP Snack—Chicken Fries
Lunch: Special—Tony’s Pizza
Healthy—Pizza Calzone
Tuesday, April 20
Schedule B2
Jr. Kairos Retreat
BASE @ Vianney 4:30pm
TENN vs. Ladue 4pm
GOLF @ Westminster 3:30pm
INLN @ Rockwood Summit 6pm
JV TENN @ Ladue 4pm
JV GOLF vs. Parkway South 3:30pm
C LAX @ Lafayette 5:15pm
Classical Literature Dedication 8:30am
Presidents’ Reception 7pm
Tanzania/Kenya Immersion Trip Informational Meeting @ Jr./Sr. Lunch
Lunch: Special—Chicken Bites
Healthy—Baked Meatloaf
Wednesday, April 21
Schedule R
Jr. Kairos
Varsity Chorus Tour
VBALL @ Vianney 6pm

	Despite senior goalie Pat Archer’s
impressive twelve-save performance the Jr.
Bills fell for the second time in a row. The
consecutive losses mark the first losing streak
the PoloBills have suffered under coach
Paul Baudendistel, who first coached in the
2001-02 season.
“(We were) not ready to play like
we should’ve been ready,” said Golterman. “The last practices, we’ve stepped
up our intensity and come together as
a team to change the season around.”
	The Jr. Bills play Marquette at the St.
Peter’s Rec Plex to start the DeSmet Invitational tonight at 8:00 p.m.
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Apr. 16 - Apr. 23

BASE @ Belleville West 4:15pm
JV VBALL @ Vianney 5pm
JV TRK @ Webster Invitational 4pm
JV GOLF vs. DeSmet 3:30pm
Lunch: Special—Steak & Cheese
Healthy—Baked Pork Chop

Thursday, April 22
Schedule R
Jr. Kairos
Varsity Chorus Tour
VBALL vs. Francis Howell Central 5pm
TENN @ Parkway North 4pm
GOLF vs. Chaminade 3:30pm
RUG vs. Kirkwood 4pm
JV VBALL vs. Francis Howell Central
4pm
JV POLO vs. Lindbergh 7pm
JV LAX vs. Chaminade 5:30pm
JV GOLF @ Chaminade 3:30pm
C LAX vs. Chaminade 4:30pm
Ignatian Mix-It-Up Lunch 11am
AP Snack—Bosco Sticks
Lunch: Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Healthy—Chicken Parmesean
Friday, April 23
Schedule R
Jr. Kairos
Varsity Chorus Tour
Sr. Class Mass AP
BASE @ SLUH Tourney
TENN @ Belleville East Tourney
JV POLO vs. Lafayette 5pm
C BASE vs. St. Mary’s 4:30pm
AP Snack—Pizza Sticks
Lunch: Special—Taco Salad
Healthy—Italian Chicken

Corrections and
Amplifications

-Last week in the water polo article, the Prep
News reported that St. Louis U. High’s last
loss was three years ago; they in fact lost to
a team from Florida last year. The Prep News
regrets the error.
-Last week the Prep News quoted Joseph Heller in Catch-22 as saying, “He had decided
to live forever or die in the attempt.” Junior
Michael Blair pointe
d out that the quote should have read, “He had

